Exordium , Redux
CALL FROM THE SEVENS

The Editorial
Sixteen years after The University of Delhi Alumni made its debut at the then nascent
<du.ac.in>,
We’re Back !
The midnineties was DiscoveryTime for the intercontinental chip,
And for Alumni Statustica on campus.
Occasionally , though, to Er ( r ) was net ( t ) and glitches ’ appened since we were all gropin ’ in
the full daylight of a new Dawn.
Very few departments and colleges had organised alumni lists, let alone alumni events,
till IT hit Everyone.
The University of Delhi, we’d like to believe, first signalled and then catalyzed The Alumni
Wave‐to‐Come at Platinum 1997‐1998, and we supported, even guided and promoted
institution‐level alumni through Jubilees, etc.
Then, if micro was not connected, how could macro. How could a vast, hugely‐ impersonal
geographically‐distanced University establish bonds with her alumni . . .
In an endeavor to build , rebuild , consolidate and enhance the immensely rich reservoir of
HumanResource that is DU Alumni , we’ve spanned continents and generations to
ConnectWith our alumni .
Over the years, the endeavours have begun to bear fruit.
A thousand energies later, we return renewed, recharged, raring to go !
For all our dear, dear alumni who relate directly‐and‐only with the department, the college or
the centre they studied in , we’re there both to strengthen and to enlarge the ambit of Recall.
We work in association with the institutions which draw from, and then contribute to,
The University of Delhi dispensations :
after all , all our degrees, certificates and diplomas are hallmarked “ University of Delhi” !
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In a sense , we never really went away.
We went online in 1997 “ Towards a DU‐Alumni Interactive Partnership” and are now geared
“Towards a meaningful, fulfilling DU‐ Alumni Dynamic”.
This Revival has been enabled by alumnus ViceChancellor Professor Dinesh Singh’s commitment
to his fellow‐alumni to create some meaningful truck with as wideranged a swathe of alumni as
positive and possible.
We express our appreciation of the strenuous and dedicated efforts of our microscopic Alumni
Office Team of Virendra Singh Panasi , Rajesh Ingole and Vinod Kumar Pandey who produce
giant results, considering.
Thank you, colleagues and alumni who’ve responded to our Call from The (Rugby) Sevens,
you’ve been a great help: Bless you !!
Most vitally, it is The Will of God that has made all the beautiful things come alive.
And as we’ve moved beyond Year 90 Towards The Centenary 1922‐2022, we invite you to
join your parent University on its triumphal journey, especially so in these transformational
times and to make The DU‐ Alumni Dynamic really meaningful and fulfilling.
This firsttime panoramic presentation of the unending L’ affaire Alumni is being launched in
celebration of the Genius That Was, Is, Shall Ever Be The University of Dee.
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